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1o Let N be a type II factor with the canonical trace . We
call it a factor of the Haagerup type if there exists a net (P.). of
normal linear maps on N which satisfy the following conditions

(1) each P. is completely positive on N,
(2) each P. is compact (i.e. for any 0, there exists a finite

dimensional linear map Q on N such that P(x)-Q(x)[1 x I[ for all
xeN),
and

(3) P.(x)- x I]-.0, for all x e N.
Here, we put II x II= r(x*x)/ for x e N.

This is a factor in the "Haagerup case" following A. Connes, and
he remarked that each subfactor of a factor of the tIaagerup type is
again of the Haagerup type ([4]). Hence in the set of full II factors,
the class of the Haagerup type constitutes a minimal class.

In this paper, we shall characterize a property of an ICC group
G, that its group von Neumann algebra R(G) is to be of the Itaagerup
type. We shall call this property of the group the property (H). In
[1], Akemann and Walter have investiga,ted relations among various
properties of locally compact groups, and they showed, in particular,
that a, group G does not have the property (T) of Kazhda,n if G has
the property (H). Now an application of our chara,cteriza,tion shows
tha,t a, group G may not ha,ve the property (H), even if G does not
ha,ve the property (T). Another conclusion is that the full II factors
R(F.), R(SL(3, Z)) and R(F SL(3, Z)) are not isomorphic.

2. Let G be a discrete countable group. We denote by the left
regular representa.tion of G ((g))(h)=(g-h) (g, h e G, e l(G)).
The group von Neumann algebra, R(G) is the von Neumann algebra, on

the Hilbert space l(G) which is generated by {(g) g e G}. The algebra
R(G) is a. type II factor if and only if G is an ICC group (i.e. the class
{hgh-; h e G} is infinite for ea.ch g e G\(1}, where 1 is the identity of

G). For a g e G, let (g) be the characteristic function of {g}. Then
the factor R(G) ha.s the unique tra.ce r defined by r(x)-(x(1), (1)) for

all x e R(G). Each x e R(G) has a, unique form x=qe x(g)(g) (x(g)
is a. scalar for all g e G) in the sense of I1" ]]-metric convergence.

Definition. A countable infinite group G is said to have the
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property (H) if there exists a net () of functions on G which satisfy
the following co.nditions

(1’) each is positive definite,
(2’) each p vanishes at infinity (i.e. or any 0, there exists a

finite subset F o G such that I(g)] for all g e G\F),
and

(3’) ,(g)-l or all g e G.
A linear map P on a von Neumann algebra M is completely

positive if for each integer n the operator (P(x)) is positive for a
positive operator (x) in the n by n matrix algebra on M.

Lemma 1. Let P be a linear map on R(G) and be a function on
G defined by

(g)-r(P(2(g))(g)*), g e G.
) If P is completely positive, then is positive definite.

(ii) If P is compact, then vanishes at infinity.

c of complexProof. Take a finite subset (g)__ in G and a set (
numbers. Then

i,j cie(glg) , cejr(P(2(gTg)2(g)*2(g)), ccr((g)P((gTgt))(gt)*), (P(2(g7lg)ci6(g;1), c(gT))>=O
if P is completely positive.

Assume that P is compact. Then for any 0, there exists a

finite dimensional linear map Q on R(G) such that I[P(x)-Q(x)l]
=<(llxll.)/2 for all xeR(G). Let {y, ...,y}cR(G) span Q(R(G)).
We may assume that r(yy)=0 (i=/=]) and I[yll=l for all i. Then

there exists a finite subset F of G such that ,qeylr(y2(g)*)l(/2mc)
or all i, when c=sup{llQ(x)[]/]lx][; O:xeR(G)}. Hence, for any

0, we have a finite subset F of G which satisfies that

(g)]-Ir(P(2(g))2(g)*)]
P(2(g))- Q((g)) ]. +lr(Q(2(g))2(g)*)]<

for all g e F.
Thus vanishes at infinity.

Lemma 2. Let be a positive definite function on an ICC group
G. Then there exists a completely positive normal linear map P on

R(G) such that
P(x)-qea x(g)(g)2(g) for an x--qea x(g)2(g) e R(G).

If vanishes at infinity, then the map P is compact.
Proof. We shall define the map P by the same way as in [5,

Lemma 1]. Let (,H,)be the cyclic representation of G induced
by . For a basis (e) of H, put a(g)=((g)e,) for all g e G.
Then ae l(G) or all i, ,la(g)]+o or all g e G and aa*
-(1)1 as a multiplication operator on l(G). For each x e R(G), we
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associate a bounded operator axa* on l(G), which we shall denote
by P(x). Then P is a-weakly continuous and P(2(g))--q(g)2(g) for all
g e G. Hence P(x)=q x(g)(g),(g) e R(G) or an x=qe x(g),(g)
e R(G). By the definition, P is completely positive.

Assume that o vanishes at infinity. Then for each natural num-
ber k, we have a finite subset F of G such that I?(g)l<l// for all
g e G\F. Put, for each k,

P(x) e(g)x(g),(g) for x=e x(g),(g) e R(G).
Then (P) is a sequence of finite rank linear maps on R(G). For each
x e R(G),

Ix(g)1 Ie’(g)I
(qr Ix(g)])/k[Ix]ll/k.

Hence P is compact.
Theorem :. Let G be an ICC group. Then the group yon

Neumann algebra R(G) is of the Haagerup type if and only if G has
the property (H).

Proof. Assume that R(G) is of the Haagerup type. Then there
is a net (P.). of normal linear maps on R(G) which satisfy (1)-(3). Put
or each a,

(g)=r(P,(,(g))2(g)*), g e G.
Then for each g e G

q,(g)- ll=lr(P(2(g))2(g)*)- 1]

Po(2(g)) 2(g)II---O.
On the other hand, by Lemma 1, each ?, is a positive definite function
on G which vanishes at infinity. Hence G has the property (H).

Conversely assume that G has the property (H). Let (,), be a
net of functions on G which satisfy (1’), (2’) and (3’). For each a, we
have, by Lemma 2, a completely positive compact linear map P, on

R(G) such that P(e x(g)2(g))=.e x(g)(g)2(g). Take an
and an x= x(g)2(g)e R(G). Then there exists a finite subset F
o G such that l]x-x(g)(g)]]</3. Denotee x(g)(g) by x.
Since I?,(g)]_?,(1) for all g e G, we have that

P.(x)-p.(xr)II .(1)(Ix(g)I)’/<.(1)e/3.
Hence, for each x e R(G)

for sufficiently large a, by the assumption or the net
Hence R(G) is of the Haagerup type.
A type II factor N is said to be full if the inner automorphism

group Int (N) is a closed subgroup of the automorphism group Aut (N)
([2]).
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Let F be a free group with two generators a and b. Then, for
each a0, the function ,(g)=e- on F is positive definite by [5],
where gl is the length of the word for a g e F. Hence R(F) is a full
II, factor of the Haagerup type. Take a t in the Torus which is ir-
rational (mod 2). Let t be an automorphism of R(F) such that
t(2(a))= tf(a) and t(,(b))= t,(b). Then 0 is outer for all n and a sub-
sequence of (t)n converges to the identity. Therefore Int (R(F)) is
not open.

Let F be an ICC group with Kazhdan’s property (T) (for example,
SL(3, Z)). Contrary to R(F), Int (R(F)) is open ([3]).

Next corollary shows that {R(F.), R(F)(R)R(F), R(F)} is a triple o
non-isomorphic full II factors.

Corollary 4. The direct product of F F of F. and 1" is an ICC
group which has neither the property (T) nor the property (H).

The tensor product R(Ff)(R)R(F) of R(Ff) and R(F) is a full II1
factor which is not of the Haagerup type and Int (R(F)(R)R(F)) is not
open.

Proof. Since a subsequence of outer automorphisms ((0(R)1)) on
R(F)(R)R(F) converges to the identity, Int (R(F)(R)R(F)) is not open.
Hence the group FF does not have the property (T) ([3]). Assume
that FI" has the property (H). Then there exists a net () of
functions on FF which satisfy (19, (2’) and (39. By restricting
each on {1} F, we would see that F has the property (H). This is
a contradiction. HenceFF does not have the property (H), so that
R(F)(R)R(F) is not of the Haagerup type by Theorem 3.
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